Whatever you’re towing, make it SAFE
Campaign update – December 2021

Introduction
From Thursday 16 December 2021, all car drivers who have passed their driving test since 1 January 1997
can tow a trailer up to 3,500kg in weight without the need to pass an additional car and trailer test.
Following this change, DVSA will:
•

Use our social media channels to continue to remind motorists about the need to tow safely and
carry out safety checks before towing.

•

Promote the importance of professional training for all types of trailer use, encouraging trailer users
to access online guidance on towing safely.

•

Continue our work with the Trailer Training Advisory Group to develop and introduce the trailer
accreditation scheme.

We want to share the next set of planned towing safely messages with stakeholders and partners, following
our successful partnership work on Phase 1 of the ‘Whatever you’re towing, make it SAFE’ campaign.

Phase 1 campaign recap

Phase 1 Campaign Objectives
• Encourage drivers to carry out basic safety checks on their caravan or trailer
before towing
• Increase the number of trailer users who access information about trailer
safety on GOV.UK

• Generate stakeholder awareness and advocacy by securing support from at
least 8 organisations

Phase 1 Campaign Achievements
Facebook enforcement
post

National print
media
25+ articles inc.
coverage of
SAFE checks

•
•
•
•

900,000 people reached
3.4k shares
Shared by partners
Highest ever engagement on
DVSA social media channels

BBC Breakfast
Report on campaign & enforcement work

BBC Radio Somerset / Bristol
Live interview on campaign

GOV.UK
advice pages
317% increase
in visits

Significant stakeholder
support
•
•
•

Endorsed campaign
Shared key messages
Reused graphics

Campaign refresh

Refreshed messaging – towing safely
The initial messaging will focus on:
1. Continuing to remind motorists about the need to:
• Tow safely.
• Carry out safety checks before they tow.
2. Promoting the importance of:
• Professional training for all types of trailer use.
• Trailer users accessing online guidance on towing safely.

Key messages
Overall key messages
1. Whatever you’re towing, make it SAFE.
2. Know before you tow!

Do these basic checks before you tow:
•
•
•
•

Service – get a free trailer safety check or visit your garage if needed
Air in tyres - check pressure, tread depth, condition, and age
Fit the breakaway cable or safety chain and check electrical connections and cables
Examine lights, load and weight limit, mirrors and do the jockey wheel test

Social media message content
Call Outs
•

Whatever you’re towing, make it SAFE.

•

Know before you tow!

Information
•

The law on who can tow a trailer has changed, but your responsibilities haven’t.

•

It’s important for all motorists, whatever they’re towing, to get professional advice and access our online guidance.

•

Speed limits for towing a trailer or caravan on a motorway or dual carriageway. This is one of the basic checks you
can make to tow safely.

•

36% of the issues DVSA finds with trailers are for defective lamps. This just one of the basic checks you can do.

Scenarios
•

Taking your Christmas tree to the tip?

•

Using a trailer for the first time? (quiz)

•

New to towing? How to hitch correctly

•

Using a trailer for your business?

Refreshed campaign assets

Additional assets
We are working to develop further campaign assets to cover:
Additional types of trailer use imagery
• Horsebox trailer
• Livestock trailer
• Trailer towing digger/plant machinery
• Trailer towing single car
• Trailer towing a boat

SAFE checks imagery
• Trailer being serviced
• Trailer tyre

• Trailer breakaway cable / electrical connections
• Trailer lights / jockey wheel

SAFE towing checks

SAFE towing checks
The SAFE advice we are offering to towing motorists is:

Service – get a free trailer safety check or visit your garage if needed:
•

you can get your trailer checked for free at National Trailer and Towing Association sites

•

the Approved Workshop Scheme includes over 520 mobile and fixed workshops

•

for added peace of mind, get your trailer or caravan professionally checked by your garage or trailer
specialist. A professional can check the things you can’t see

•

for example, if not used regularly, brakes can seize up and may not work properly

•

when you are towing you should be able to feel the trailer brakes come on as you apply the footbrake - if
you have any doubt, get your brakes checked at a trailer or caravan specialist

•

your caravan should be professionally serviced every 12 months

SAFE towing checks
Air in tyres – check pressure, tread depth, condition, and age
Tyre pressure:
•

tyre pressure can drop when tyres are used infrequently. Correctly inflated tyres reduce the risk of
accidents, will last longer, and will save you money on fuel

•

you need to check the pressure for the towing vehicle and trailer or caravan

•

the towing vehicle may have different pressures when towing. The correct tyre pressure will depend on
the load. Your vehicle handbook will tell you the right tyre pressure when you are towing

•

check with the trailer or caravan manufacturer for the recommended tyre pressure

•

check the pressure regularly - most petrol stations and garages will have a pressure gauge and air
pump, so check when you fill up. At the same time look out for bulges, any damage and how the tread is
wearing

SAFE towing checks
Air in tyres - check pressure, tread depth, condition, and age (cont.)
Tyre tread and condition
•

the legal tyre tread depth for cars, caravans and trailers is 1.6mm and the condition of your tyres is key
to your safety

•

tyres can lose air and deteriorate with age even when they are not used, so look for cracking on the
sidewall and between tread. If the tyre shows signs of ageing it is safer to replace it

•

look for the treadwear indicators which are at the bottom of the tyre grooves - if the indicators and tread
are level, you need to replace the tyre

•

if you have any concerns about the condition of a tyre, get it checked by a professional

SAFE towing checks
Fit the breakaway cable or safety chain and check electrical connections and cables
Breakaway cable
•

follow the manufacturer’s advice to make sure the breakaway cable is correctly attached to the towbar
or a secure part of the car

•

check that the cable is not damaged and isn’t too tight or loose, with enough give in it for the trailer to
turn

•

if a trailer becomes unhitched, the breakaway cable will activate the trailer brakes and stop it separating
from the towing vehicle

•

if the trailer does not have brakes, it needs to have a secondary coupling – normally a chain or thick
cable that will keep the trailer attached to the towing vehicle if the main coupling fails

SAFE towing checks
Fit the breakaway cable or safety chain and check electrical connections and cables
Electrical connections and cables
•

the lights on your caravan or trailer are operated from the towing vehicle

•

your vehicle and caravan or trailer will be fitted with either a single 7 pin, a twin 7 pin or a 13 pin electrical socket

•

if the vehicle and caravan/trailer connections are different, you will need to use an adapter, and these are widely
available

•

check the electrical socket and electrical cable are in good condition and make sure the plug is fitted securely - make
sure the cap and spring mechanism is not damaged as this is used to secure the plug to the socket

•

if your lights are not working, check the pins in the socket and in the plug because these can corrode if unused for a
long period - the wires can also corrode causing problems

•

you can replace plugs and sockets but if you are not confident ask your garage for professional help

SAFE towing checks
Examine lights, load and weight limit, mirrors and do the jockey wheel test
Lights
•

check all caravan or trailer sidelights, indicator and brake lights are working and clean - remember to
check the reflectors too.

•

turn on all the lights and walk around the caravan or trailer - check they are not loose or damaged and
check the colours are correct and match. Your manual will explain how to change a bulb, or your garage
can do this.

•

some cars will let you know if the lights are faulty, but a manual check is always a good idea - if there is
no one to help, you can test brake lights by reversing up to a garage door or window and pressing the
brake. Look for a reflection in the mirrors.

•

if any of the lights don’t work, check the bulb or the electrical connection between the car and
caravan/trailer

SAFE towing checks
Examine lights, load and weight limit, mirrors and do the jockey wheel test (cont.)
Load and weight limit
•

the weight relationship between the towing vehicle and trailer or caravan is important for safe towing

•

check the train weight – the maximum load the vehicle can tow - in the car handbook or on the vehicle manufacturers
plate - this will also tell you the maximum nose weight (how heavy the front of the trailer is)

•

you can check that the nose weight of the trailer is within the limits by using an inexpensive gauge

•

ensure your vehicle is suitable for the caravan you are towing. This will be in your car handbook and may also be on
your V5 registration certificate

•

check the load is evenly distributed and secured safely

Mirrors
•

when towing a caravan, or even a wide trailer, extended mirrors must be used to give an adequate view to both sides.
This will apply to most tow vehicles (cars and even some vans)

SAFE towing checks
Examine lights, load and weight limit, mirrors and do the jockey wheel test
Towball and towbar and do the jockey wheel test

•

a well fitted and maintained towbar is vital for safety because it is the main connection between the car
and trailer

•

visibly check the towball for wear and tear. Sometimes there are wear indicators on the towing hitch

•

if you are using a detachable towbar, check it is secured properly and that any warning marker indicates
the towbar is correctly locked

•

check you are correctly hitched with the jockey wheel test - try to lift the hitch off the tow ball using the
jockey wheel
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